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Well, I was wrong about the scanning job and it seems that the printer is just a sound card and it has all the
functionality that a sound card has. I know there are some software that simulate the drivers but they all

seems to be very old, no newer that 2003, and unstableÂ . So instead of buying a new printer I decided to
use the printing functionality of the printer. I have found some good info but I am still struggling with the
configuration of the printserver. It says that the printserver support a maximum of 3 printers? because it

just keeps telling me that a printer is "trying to connect". And yes, I tried to find the answer in the web by
searching for this problem but with no luck. So if anyone knows how to resolve this... Please help! A: The
printers are actually supposed to not do that. Some older drivers and printer-drivers, including the new one

you have, will try to print for every connected printer. That's the way they used to do it. The newer and
better versions of that driver and printer-driver now know which printers they are "supposed to" print for,
and so do not connect to every printer. But the driver still knows what they did it for before, and just goes

through the motions even if nothing is supposed to happen. Go look at the printer's webpage or the web-site
for the driver and printer. They should have instructions for that. If you don't have one of those sites, or if

you do, but no instructions, then you might just be able to find them in the manual that came with the
printer, the printer's driver installer, or the printer's documentation for the model of printer in question. I'm

actually not sure where they come from, and not too sure where I've seen them. But they will have
instructions on how to "undo" what they did. If you do not have the manual in question, or the instruction

manual, then you probably need to contact your computer store, whoever sold you the printer, or the
printer's maker. They should be able to get you the information. If you do have the manual, or instruction

manual, but no instructions, then again, probably just contact the printer's support or maker. They will
likely want to see the manual (usually). Then again, it might be as simple as just updating the driver, which

is what the printer's support or maker
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